The Explanations about the Format of References

**Periodicals:** Authors (abbreviated names) Year. “Article title (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized).” *Journal Title (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized, Italic)* Vol. (No.): starting-ending pages.


**Books:** Authors (abbreviated names) Year. *Book Title (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized, Italic).* Publishing Place: Publishing Company Name, Starting-ending pages.


**Internet Sources:** “the article title in the website (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized)”

**e-journal**


**e-book**


**organizations**


**Thesis:** “Thesis title (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized).”

Conference:


Report: Article title (the First Letter of Every Content Words Capitalized, Italic). Report title (the first letter of the first word capitalized)


Patents: (the first letter of the first word capitalized)


If the reference is not in English, please translate into English, and make a note of the original language: